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Sukhumvit is peppered with indispensible little shops that sell us 
our masalas, dals, and other Indian sundries. Masala drops by three 
such Indian grocery stores around the Asoke area to find out a bit 
more about the history, family life, and entrepreneurial spirit of the 
people who run them.
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The Sukhumvit Pioneer
As soon I walked into the Bhimla Mini Mart, 
Pankaj and Seema Tiwari were at the door to 
welcome me. The fragrance of all the Indian 
groceries and the warmth of the Tiwari family 
made me feel like I was back in a shop in India. 
 Born and brought up in Gorakhpur, 
Pankaj always wanted to travel abroad and be 
financially independent. He tried his hand at 
the craft of welding and even planned to go 
South Africa, but eventually it was Thailand 
where circumstances seemed most attractive. 
 The Tiwaris set up their shop more than a 
decade ago when Indians living on Sukhumvit 
still had to trek to Pahurat or resorted to Peng 
Lee for their grocery needs. Being the first 
Indian grocery shop around Sukhumvit has 
led to a strong, loyal customer base. During 
the interview at the mini mart, Pankaj smiles 
often and radiates happiness about the life 
he leads in Thailand. Here, the grocer speaks 
about his journey to Thailand, working with 
his wife, and his future plans. —AANCHAL 
MIRCHANDANI

How long have you been in Thailand?

I’ve been in Bangkok for 15 years, and before 
that, I was in India for 20 years. I came to 
Bangkok to make money alone. My bade papa 
[father’s older brother] and his family brought 
me to Bangkok. Two years after I came to 
Bangkok, I opened this shop. The shop has been 
open since 2002. 
 
What were you doing before coming to 
Bangkok?

I completed my BA degree, and I wanted to 
make my own money. So I then went to Baroda 
to study welding. It was a two-year course that 
would give me a certificate, and then I could 
go to South Africa [to work]. [But] I wasn’t sure 
if anyone would be there to help me in case 
anything went wrong. In Bangkok, my family 
was there to back me, and it was a comfortable 
place. Also, if I was to go to South Africa,  
I was bound to a two-year contract. I couldn’t go 
to visit India at my convenience. In Bangkok, 
at least I can go to India whenever I want. It’s 
close by, and I don’t need to think too much.  

bhimla mini mart
Pankaj Tiwari started Bhimla Mini Mart over 10 years ago. 
Opposite, from left: Family friend and business associate Ram Kumar with the 
Tiwaris’ younger daughter, Varsha; Seema and Pankaj Tiwari.
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I rather make a little bit less money 
in Bangkok but at least be happy 
and relaxed.  
 
Who are your customers?

The main customers are from 
Sukhumvit, Ekamai, and Thonglor. 
Because my shop has been here a 
long time, the customers also help 
to recommend our shop to other 
customers. There are also small 
restaurants like Hot Curry and the 
Indian restaurants in Pahurat that I 
supply to. There are several hotels 
that I source to, like Residence 
Hotel, Novotel Siam Square, Le 
Méridien, Sheraton, Lotus Hotel 
Sukhumvit. I also offer home 
delivery for the Indian groceries for 
a minimum of B500 till Thonglor, and for a small extra 
charge if the area is further than that. 
 
What is your belief on customer relations?

If the customers complain that the atta is spoilt or the dal 
is not correct, then we make sure to replace the items. 
We make sure that the customer gets want they want. If 
a customer wants a product and we don’t have it, I ensure 
that I get it for them because they will always remember. If 
I can’t get a product, then they will always remember that 
I wasn’t able to help them. With my wife around, she also 
is very helpful. She recommends what new products are in 
the market, what people like and don’t like.  
 
Who works with you?

It’s my wife and me. She sees the shop, and I go to supply 
the goods. I tried to keep messengers and sales people, 
but it didn’t work out. They come to work at 11am and 
want to leave by 5:30pm and of course want a salary 
of B12–15,000. If I sent them to deliver something in 
Pratunam, they take one hour to deliver whereas if I go, 
I can deliver the goods in half an hour. I can go deliver 
to two places in one hour instead of depending on other 
people. They also have several excuses like, “Oh, bhaiya, 
the bike broke down.” “The wheel got punctured,” or “I 
had to fill petrol”. So after a few experiences, I decided to 
work myself. We have installed CCTV cameras to ensure 
security and safety. 
 
Why did you decide to open in Sukhumvit and not in 
Thapra or Pahurat?

Pahurat is a competition market, and when I opened 
in 2002, there was only Peng Lee in Asoke. Nowadays, 
slowly, in every street, there is an Indian grocery store. 
Everyone would come to Tubtim Beauty Parlour, Jolly 
Video [now Sunny Video], so I decided to open the 

grocery store because of the convenience for the customer. 
There was parking area for all the customers, so they 
can easily come and buy their products. Because of the 
[proximity], the grocery shop does well. Customers come 
to the salon, come to collect DVDs, and do their grocery 
shopping—killing three birds with one stone.  
 
What is it like living and doing business in Thailand?

I like Thailand. That’s why I came here. Ever since I came 
here, I fell in love with the place. When you do business 
here, it’s very clear and peaceful. Everyone can do their 
business and go home in the evening. It’s peaceful. You 
do your work [during] the day and go and enjoy with your 
family in the evening. Not like in India where everyone 
interferes with your business and family. 
 
What are your future plans?

I am finding another shop location so that I can open a 
second shop. With my brother being here in Bangkok, I 
plan to ask him to help set up the second shop and run it. 
By running this shop, I have understood the importance of 
a good location. So that is my main focus with the second 
shop, too.
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Almost always on his phone with a mouthful 
of tobacco, Navin Sirinatwong is the Hindi-
speaking moustachioed gentleman who sits 
behind the cash register of Bharat Mini Mart. 
His two-aisle store in front of Siam Mansion 
apartment building on Sukhumvit Soi 12 may 
seem like just a snack shop, but Bharat Mini 
Mart is actually stocked with the essentials 
of every Indian kitchen—from your favourite 
childhood biscuits to dal, and even fresh paneer.  
 Navin’s grandfather emigrated from 
Gorakhpur to try to set up a business in 
Thailand. Born and raised in Thailand, Navin’s 
father was the manager of Siam Mansion in 
Soi 12 until he passed away last year. Navin, 
who took up his father’s post and is also a 
part-time insurance agent for AIA, started the 
store by chance when an unfortunate business 
venture left him with thousands of baht worth 
of groceries. Even though he knew nothing of 
this line of work, Navin was able to navigate 
through the hard times, and eventually establish 
a sustainable business. Six years on, the business 
owner is pleased with his decision to start this 
grocery shop. His client base among Indians and 
Thais in the area, along with customers from 
the Ramada Hotel, have helped him break even 
and pay back the loans he had initially taken.  
 During the interview, Navin was seated 
beside his wife and his 10 year-old son, who 
are visiting from Gorakhpur. His wife and their 
three children live in India and visit once 
a year. Here, he shares stories of his rough-
and-tumble beginning, how he keeps up with 
supermarkets, and the fast-changing street he 
lives on. —REENA KARIM

You already had a full-time job. What got you 
into the grocery business?

While I was working as the assistant manager 
of Sriratana Mansion, I met with some people 
who had come from Indore to start a wholesale 
grocery business. I got involved because they 
asked me to help with marketing. But after 
seven months, they ran into some problems 
and were forced to go back to India. Since they 
were leaving, they offered to sell the remaining 
products to me. I bought them and continued 
wholesaling. Once I started doing that full time, 

Bharat Mini Mart

A Slice of Bharat 

Navin’s brother Ramesh minds the shop in the daytime. Navin was sick 
on the day of the photo shoot. 
Opposite page: The interior and exterior of Bharat Mini Mart.
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Hukumchand manufacture their own products, so I buy 
from them directly.  
 
Are there any benefits of running a small store in a soi?

Before my store, the Indians had to go to the main road 
to buy things or go to Pahurat or Asoke market to buy 
monthly provisions. But that’s so far and my place is 
easier for them to just drop by. The biggest advantage of 
having a small business close to where I live is that in case 
Ramesh doesn’t show up, I can sit and manage the store 
without compromising on my day job.   
 
How has the neighbourhood changed over the years? 

There have been a few changes here in this soi since I first 
set up shop six years ago. Earlier, soi 12 was a residential 
area. There were mostly Indian families here, with the 
exception of a few Thais. Over the years, some of the 
Indian families have moved out of soi 12 and dispersed 
into other neighbourhoods in Bangkok. For instance, one 
family used to live here, and now they have moved to 
Ekamai. But they still order their monthly groceries from 
me, so I go all the way to soi 71 to deliver. Now, after 
Ramada Hotel, the soi has become more commercialised.  
I hear that they will be building another hotel nearby, too. 

I left my job at the building.  
 
From having a full-time job to running your own 
business, what was the transition like? 

When I had my job, there was no burden, and the income 
was really good. When I got into the grocery business, I 
spent a lot of money buying all the products. Later, I found 
that many of the items weren’t of good quality, and while 
in storage, some got destroyed. So I sold whatever I could 
salvage. Later, I ordered a container full of groceries from 
India. But when I received it, I realised that they had 
mixed up the orders. But I managed to sell those and it 
took me over a year. I had to hire two people to help out 
and even got a storage facility. After a while, it added up 
to a hefty amount, and I was running at a loss. Then later, 
I decided that I should just take the remaining products 
and start a small grocery store.  
 
Did you consider closing down the business? 

Initially, it was tough because I lost a lot of money. I went 
through a lot of hardships. At one point, I wanted to put 
an end to it, but then I thought that if I were to close up, 
I would never recover the money I had lost. Also, since I 
was in this line, I might as well go through with it.  
 
How did you set up the store?

I spoke to my father, and we decided to open it because 
at that time, there were many Indian families here. My 
father—who was then the manager of Siam Mansion—
spoke to the owner of the building to let us rent out the 
small space in the parking lot. The owner agreed. I built 
the store from the ground up and opened it in 2007. 
 
Why did you choose this location?

There are no Indian stores here, and that was one of the 
deciding factors. Also, after my father’s death last year, I 
took over his job. Now my cousin Ramesh helps me out 
by managing the store during the day, and I take over after 
6pm. So having the shop nearby helps me do both.  
 
With supermarkets now stocking up on Indian 
groceries, how do you keep up with competition?

Stores like Tops or Robinsons also sell Indian products, 
but they charge a lot. There is a considerable price 
difference in products. I research by going to these places 
and seeing how much they charge for similar items that I 
sell in my shop. This helps me understand the price mark-
up for these products. But in any case, I don’t make more 
than 20 percent profit per item. 
 
Do you import from India?

I don’t import anything from India because many Indian 
companies are already based here. Suppliers such as 
Rajdhani and Shakti Bhog import from India, and 
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Situated near the top of Sukhumvit Soi 18, 
Daily Needs is an Indian grocery shop run by 
Kuldeep and Nandini Singh and Kuldeep’s 
parents, Madan Singh and Manjit Kaur. In 
addition to all the dals and masalas on the 
shelves, they carry some usual and some unusual 
vegetables, like gorgeous tindas and deep green 
green karelas. A small whiteboard menu lists all 
the prepared foods on offer. Piping hot samosas 
and freshly made Indian chai aside, thalis, 
paranthas, and chaats are also available for 
takeaway or large orders. 
 Kuldeep and Nandini had been tutors, 
primarily teaching students on Sukhumvit, 
when they realised that opening a shop in this 
area could bring them better income for their 
growing family. After a bumpy beginning, the 
shop now supplies to seven Indian restaurants 
and offers a slew of wedding-related services, 
from tying all types of turbans to booking 
dancers. Daily Needs still operates the old-
school way—hand-written bills, knowing 
customers’ names, family members taking turns 
minding the shop. And this grocery store is 
always filled with laughter in the evening when 
Kuldeep and Nandini’s four children have come 
home from school. 
 Here, the husband and wife share with 
us how their shop came to be, their business 
philosophy, and why it’s important to love one’s 
neighbours. —A.M.
 
Why did you choose this spot?

Kuldeep: This area is well-known to us. 
When we used to come to teach from Thapra, 
we realised that from Sukhumvit Soi 34 till 
Sukhmvit Soi 18, Indian people live in this 
area, and they go through shortcuts and come 
through Soi 18 to reach the Asoke red light. So 
this place would be ideal for the Indian people 
who live in Sukhumvit and come through this 
soi all the time.  
 
How was the beginning of your business? 

Nandini: We started the business with kaali 
dal and chana dal. We just started to order the 
items but didn’t open a shop. We thought we 
would get [the dal], separate it, and pack it. But 
something interesting happened. My children 

Of Dals and God’s Hand

daily needs shop
Madan Singh, Kuldeep’s father, minds the shop until 2pm and in the evenings. 
Opposite, from left: Madan Singh, Manjit Kaur, shop helper Anil Kumar, and 
Nandini and Kuldeep Singh.
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are the workers. For example, if we don’t have an item the 
customer asks for, we tell them that we will arrange it for 
them as soon as possible and ensure that the customer gets 
what he wants. 
 
What is your belief when doing business?

Kuldeep: I believe that your neighbours should always 
be happy. When I talk to someone, I ask them, “How 
are you?” Then they reply, “I’m ok”. Then I ask, “How 
is your neighbour?” They reply, “Why are you asking?” I 
reply, “I think about the neighbour.” If your relations with 
neighbours are good, then you are doing well. We believe 
that what we have to get, we will get. In the morning, 
we do an ardaas and request to Babaji to ensure our day 
goes well, and in the evening, we do an ardaas and thank 
Babaji for everything he has given us. 
 
What is your future plan?

Kuldeep: We are finding a bigger place for a restaurant 
and supermarket. Nowadays the customer wants 
everything under one roof. Time is very short. We want to 
open it together so it’s easier for the customer.

were playing and the dals spilt and got mixed. We had to 
sit and separate them, and I don’t know whether it was the 
children’s hand or god’s hand, but within a week, 40 kilos 
of dal was sold. We got excellent response in the start. So 
from one dal to two dals, and then we got all the dals.  
 
How do you run the shop?

Nandini: We are four people. We work at different times. 
In the morning, it’s me and my mom [mother-in-law], then 
big boss [father-in law] sits in the shop till 2pm. Then he 
[Kuldeep] takes over till 5pm, and then big boss takes over 
in the evening. At night, the entire family is together. It’s 
a family shop. We don’t have CCTV cameras. There is no 
need. We are all family, so everyone will do their own duty. 
We trust everyone, and there is no problem. We talk to the 
customer like a family member. If a customer requests to 
take a minimal amount of groceries because they don’t need 
too much, we don’t mind. 
 
Who are your customers?

Kuldeep: The Indian community that lives in the 
Sukhumvit area don’t want to go all the way to Pahurat to 
buy their groceries, so they buy them here. They usually 
go to the talad [market] to buy the vegetables, but they 
don’t want to go to the talad. The customers demanded 
vegetables, so we [have] a fridge like Foodland, where 
we pack the vegetables properly. Indian tourists don’t 
get proper Indian chai in the restaurants. They may 
get tea but with milk separate, sugar separate, and they 
don’t like that. So we started making homemade Indian 
tea, then sweets, and also samosas. Then after one year, 
we started to sell samosas, chaat, paapdi chaat, and gol 
gappa. Now after the very good response, we also started 
homemade thali take-away. We also sell homemade dahi 
jamau, because Indian customers don’t like to go to 7-11 
for the yoghurt. The Burmese housekeepers are also our 
customers. We keep Burmese food items that they like to 
purchase and small things that they need.  
 
What is the story behind the name of the shop Daily Needs?

Nandini: It was in my mind even before I got married. We 
are three sisters, and we were sitting and dreaming about 
how we will do different things. So I said, “When I open 
a shop, it will be named Daily Needs.” People’s needs start 
from morning to evening every day.  
 
How do you deal with competition?

Kuldeep: We don’t believe in competition. We believe in 
God. You know we didn’t know the shop Spice R Us was 
there [also on Sukhumvit Soi 18]. Otherwise we wouldn’t 
have opened the shop.  
 
What is your motto when it comes to customer 
relations?

Kuldeep: We believe that the customer is our boss, and we Photos by Christian Hogue


